A new algorithm for DNA motif discovery using multiple sample sequence sets.
DNA motif discovery plays an important role in understanding the mechanisms of gene regulation. Most existing motif discovery algorithms can identify motifs in an efficient and effective manner when dealing with small datasets. However, large datasets generated by high-throughput sequencing technologies pose a huge challenge: it is too time-consuming to process the entire dataset, but if only a small sample sequence set is processed, it is difficult to identify infrequent motifs. In this paper, we propose a new DNA motif discovery algorithm: first divide the input dataset into multiple sample sequence sets, then refine initial motifs of each sample sequence set with the expectation maximization method, and finally combine all the results from each sample sequence set. Besides, we design a new initial motif generation method with the utilization of the entire dataset, which helps to identify infrequent motifs. The experimental results on the simulated data show that the proposed algorithm has better time performance for large datasets and better accuracy of identifying infrequent motifs than the compared algorithms. Also, we have verified the validity of the proposed algorithm on the real data.